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Abstract 
Execution of an online detection technique for induction motor fault diagnosis and research at the 
current period of time is discussed in this paper. Wavelet packets transform (WPT)-based algo-
rithm is used by the detection method for investigating and identification of many disruptions that 
happen in three-phase induction motors. The association of the coefficients of the WPT of line 
currents with the help of a main wavelet at the secondary level of resolution with a threshold dis-
covered through an experiment at the time of the vital position can used to observe the motor ref-
erence point. The propagation of wavelet analysis and disintegration of the signal into an equiva-
lent bandwidth which can attain a good disintegration of the solution than what wavelet analysis 
do is called as Wavelet packet analysis. In order to overcome accidental failing, the on-line fault 
diagnostics technology for the reduction of incipient errors is a must.  
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1. Introduction 
Utmost extensively used mode of electrical device is because of its handiness and simple structure is Induction 
motors. Observing the quality of the motor is more necessary in order to find out any error occurred at the early 
stage. If errors are diagnosed, Faults can then be handled much before it totally affects the motor so that the sus-
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tenance price and shutdown time can be reduced. In order to sort out the initial motor faults, we require a humble 
technique to which we can rely on. Traditional induction machine condition monitoring methods [1] generally 
demand the help of sensors engrafted in the device to record variables like temperature or vibration [2]. Interro-
gation of final current waveforms [3] with the help of data collected below steady-state operating condition and 
can be used in appreciable concern in finding windings and other device errors. This may necessitate the delibe-
ration of measures like input power [4] or negative sequence ingredient [5]. The identification of device errors 
with the help of information got at the time of speed transients [6] and the calculation of device parameters [7]-[11] 
are the latest vogue in condition monitoring. The almost generally described faults with 38% of all reported faults 
associates with stator [12]-[14] and Stator faults of induction motor. The utmost dominant and possibly corrosive 
in induction motor are Stator inter-turn faults. These faults get initiated as small shorts among a few turns in the 
similar winding which generate high current which results in serious decentralized rise in temperature and the 
defect progresses soon to a greater portion of the winding resulting in more increased destruction that might grow 
into a more serious turn-to-ground fault. Failure of the detachment among winding and ground can result in a 
greater ground current, which eventually cause impair the essence of the device irreversibly. High temperature, 
movement of laminations and coils are the many stresses that affect the performance of the stators. The above 
mentioned components generally extend to insulation failure and it gradually result in various kinds of stator faults. 
Conventional stator insulation failure security in industrial surroundings is done mainly by ground fault relays and 
negative-sequence or phase current balance relays. Instable line voltages negative-sequence relays still would 
engender nuisance trips. Early on fault detection aims [15] [16] will not be effectual for Ground fault relays. 
Identification of inter-turn fault in the stator winding is the major purpose of this study to propose an effective and 
unambiguous technique. Models are imitated with the help of the MATLAB SIMULINK and imitation conclu-
sions are given. 1 HP, 415 V, 3 phase, 50 Hz induction motor is used in assessing it. 

2. Parameter Used for Fault Identification 
Parameters namely voltage, current, power and speed are used to identify the Faults in the motor. Monitoring the 
form of the motor can be done by estimating these parameters externally. The restrained electrical signal of an 
induction motor helps to protect machines from destructive currents and ground currents. So the present identi-
fication technique can be much readily instigated. Supply frequency is the sole ingredient of current withdrawn by 
a motor the generosity of the current Motor faults moderate to yield side bands. A portion of motor drive system is 
connected in prevailing voltage and current transducers by determining the present signal related with the current 
signal with the induction motor. As this is typical it is not necessary to be taken into the account at present. The 
much vastly used method to identify motor fault primarily is motor current signature research due to its ability to 
measure the mechanical and electrical faults with the help of the spectral essentials of the motor current signal. 
Next to that non-invasive technique I used. Motor current can be evaluated on-line hence causing on-line identi-
fication accomplishable. 

3. Methodology 
A. Data acquisition 

The block diagram of the approach cast off for deducting the stator fault is displayed in Figure 1. A data ac-
quisition block components are listed with the help of the current transformer where the current signal is evaluated. 
Wavelet packet transform analyzer for fault diagnosis is assimilated by current signal.  
B. WPT Analyzer 

The wavelet packet transform is the extensively utilized technique amid numerous signal dispensation ap-
proaches that were used for fault analysis. A windowing technique with inconstant size area is supported to ac- 
complish the signal examination.WPT is used to examine the high frequency and also the low frequency data. The 
personal computer can be used to detect and recognize the sternness of the fault. 

 

 
Figure 1. Block diagram.                                               
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4. Wavelet Packet Transform 
Wavelet Transform can be termed as a powerful signal processing technique which breaks the signal into pack-
ets called wavelets. These are scaled and shifted versions of mother wavelet. Besides, the scaling and shifting 
process produces time-scale representation of the signal. This offers resolution to low frequency components in 
addition to this, the high frequency components. WPT can be represented as a tree of low and high pass filters. 
A wavelet packet function ( ),

n
j kW t  is a function with three indices: j, k, and n. 

( ) ( )2
, 2 2n j n j

j kW t W t k= −                               (1) 

Integer’s j and k are indexes used for scale and translation operations respectively. The index n is termed as 
the modulation parameter or oscillation parameter. The initial two-wavelet packet functions are the usual scaling 
function and the mother wavelet function. The procedure is initiated by passing the discrete signal x[n] of length 
N through a high pass filter with impulse response h[n], and also through a low-pass filter with impulse response 
g[n]. The outputs of the high-pass and low-pass filters constitute a single level of decomposition of the discrete 
signal. The mathematical expression is given below:  
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The outputs of high-pass and low-pass filters are d1[n] and a1[n], respectively. They represent the details (d1) 
and approximations (a1) of the original signal at level 1. The signal at the first level is down sampled by two. 
This helps to achieve a better frequency resolution [17] [18]. Subsequent to the process of down sampling, each 
signal is further decomposed into low-pass and high-pass filters as shown in Figure 2. The main advantages of 
the WPT compared to other types of wavelet transforms are accurate and detailed representations of the decom-
posed signals. 

5. Feature Extraction 
In the proposed case, for fault diagnosis, a signature analysis method is used for feature extraction. The signals 
are decomposed up to the third level of resolution of the wavelet packet tree. This is done using the selected 
mother wavelet “db3”. The simulated results are used for analyzing the disturbances including fault currents. It 
is quite clear that the normal current does not have any high-or low-frequency components in the third-level de-
tails (dd3) of the line current. When a disturbance occurs, the details (dd3) shows high frequency components. 
This can be used as the feature extraction technique. 

 

 
Figure 2. Three-level Decomposition of a discrete signal by WPT.                                
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6. Experimental Setup 
The block diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. It consists of a 5A current transformer. Here 
the primary is connected to one of the phases of the three phase input. The current transformer secondary is 
connected to a rheostat from which the electrical signal. This is further converted into sound signal by means of 
a sound chord. This sound signal is fed to a WPT analyzer for fault diagnosis in a Personal Computer. In the fi-
nal stage, the stator condition is monitored. Figure 4 shows the actual hardware experimental setup in the labor-
atory. 

7. Simulation Result 
The simulations are done for the current signal obtained from a 1 HP , 415 V, 50 Hz, 3 Phase induction motor 
where the inter turn fault is created artificially by scratching the insulation of two adjacent turns.  

In Figure 5 the induction motor current waveform in db is shown in its healthy condition. Figure 6 shows the 
faulty condition of the stator winding. Here disturbances are observed clearly from the amplitude. 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the third level high frequency details (dd3) of stator current for healthy and 
faulty motor. Using the simulated results analysis, the signatures of disturbances occurring during fault condi-
tions is assessed. 

 

 
Figure 3. Block diagram of experimental setup.                                                

 

 
Figure 4. Experimental setup in laboratory.                                                
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Figure 5. Simulated graph of healthy system in db.                                          

 

 
Figure 6. Simulated graph of faulty system in db.                                              

 

 
Figure 7. Third level high frequency details (dd3) of stator current for healthy motor.                 

 

 
Figure 8. Third level high frequency details (dd3) of stator current for faulty motor.                  
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8. Conclusion 
This paper is a presentation of a WPT-based method for on-line condition monitoring of an induction motor. It 
can be implemented in real-time to detect stator inter-turn faults at a very earlier stage. WPT has the advantage 
of having better frequency resolution and localization. The proposed diagnosis technique identifies even a 
minute disturbance accurately and generates a trip signal almost instantly or within one cycle of the fault occur-
rence. Additionally, the detection technique does not issue any false trip signal during loaded or unloaded nor-
mal operating conditions. Thus the WPT-based detection scheme proves to be fast, accurate, and easy to imple-
ment in order to detect and provide correct diagnosis of changes in stator current amplitudes. This occurs as a 
result of different transient disturbances including faults in an induction motor. 
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